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ABSTRACT
The probability distribution function of column density (PDF) has become the tool of choice for cloud structure analysis and star
formation studies. Its simplicity is attractive, and the PDF could offer access to cloud physical parameters otherwise difficult to
measure, but there has been some confusion in the literature on the definition of its completeness limit and shape at the low column
density end. In this letter we use the natural definition of the completeness limit of a column density PDF, the last closed column
density contour inside a surveyed region, and apply it to a set of large-scale maps of nearby molecular clouds. We conclude that there
is no observational evidence for log-normal PDFs in these objects. We find that all studied molecular clouds have PDFs well described
by power laws, including the diffuse cloud Polaris. Our results call for a new physical interpretation of the shape of the column density
PDFs. We find that the slope of a cloud PDF is invariant to distance but not to the spatial arrangement of cloud material, and as such
it is still a useful tool for investigating cloud structure.
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1. Introduction
The probability distribution function (PDF) of column densities
in molecular clouds has become a popular tool for describing
molecular cloud structure. There is a broad consensus among
observers and theorists that the PDF of molecular clouds are
characterized by a log-normal peak and by a “power-law tail”
towards the high column-densities (e.g., Lombardi et al. 2008,
2010; Kainulainen et al. 2009; Goodman et al. 2009; Froebrich
& Rowles 2010; Schneider et al. 2011; Beaumont et al. 2012;
Kainulainen et al. 2013; Alves et al. 2014; Schneider et al. 2015;
Abreu-Vicente et al. 2015). Log-normal PDFs for column den-
sity maps of turbulent clouds were first predicted from theoret-
ical work (Vazquez-Semadeni 1994; Padoan et al. 1997; Scalo
et al. 1998; Ostriker et al. 2001) and have been used as promising
tools to compare numerical simulations with observations and
theory (e.g., Federrath et al. 2010; Renaud et al. 2013; Ward et al.
2014; Myers 2015; Donkov et al. 2017). If observed, log-normal
PDFs would offer tremendous insight into cloud physics, allow-
ing hard-to-measure parameters such as turbulent driving, Mach
number, and magnetic pressure to be quantified (e.g., Nordlund
& Padoan 1999; Federrath et al. 2008, 2010; Molina et al. 2012).
Recently, Lombardi et al. (2015) investigated the effects of
survey boundaries and cloud superposition on the column den-
sity PDF for eight molecular cloud complexes, and concluded
that molecular clouds are, surprisingly, not well described by
log-normal functions, but can instead be described by power
laws with exponents ranging from about −4 to −2. Also re-
cently, Ossenkopf et al. (2016) investigated through simula-
tions of synthetic clouds how the determination of PDFs is
affected by noise, line-of-sight contamination, survey bound-
aries, and the incomplete sampling in interferometric measure-
ments. Ossenkopf et al. (2016) conclude that inferences from the
PDF parameters can be wrong by large factors, in particular at
the low column density end of the PDF, but these authors fall
short of ruling out the log-normal peak of the PDF as an arti-
fact of the observations of molecular clouds. The conclusion in
Ossenkopf et al. (2016) on the impact of survey boundaries was a
call for surveys to cover at least 50% of a cloud complex. While
this is trivial to do in a controlled numerical experiment, clouds
have ill-defined boundaries and observationally it is simply not
possible to determine 50% of an unknown cloud size.
In this letter we use the natural definition of the completeness
limit of a column density PDF, namely, the column density value
at the last closed contour of column density inside a surveyed
cloud area. To minimize confusion, we apply this definition to
a set of relatively high Galactic latitude molecular clouds using
low-noise extinction-calibrated Herschel/Planck emission data,
and conclude that the well-known log-normal-looking peak of
the PDF falls systematically below the PDF completeness limit.
This indicates that the commonly observed log-normal-looking
PDF peaks of molecular clouds do not represent the true PDF,
but instead a convoluted consequence of data incompleteness
and a variable background level.
2. Completeness limit of a column density PDF
Measurements of column density PDFs of the ISM require the
imposition of an observational boundary. This boundary can be
dictated either by the spatial limits of an observational survey
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Fig. 1. Survey (blue box) of a cloud (black column density contours).
The PDF of this schematic survey is only complete to the last closed
contour (red). The effects of noise, resolution, and superposition of
clouds along the line of sight will only make the completeness more
conservative than the red contour.
(the map borders) or by the need to separate different clouds in-
side the same survey. We show that the imposition of a bound-
ary significantly affects the completeness limit of the measured
PDF at the low column density end. For example, consider a
cloud represented by the black column density contours in the
diagram in Fig. 1. To make a measurement of the PDF of this
cloud, a boundary must be imposed within which the measure-
ment is made (blue box). When the material extends beyond the
boundary of the box, which is always the case observationally as
there is no zero column density line of sight, the completeness is
set by the value of the column density corresponding to the last
closed contour of column density inside the box. Any value of
column density below this last closed contour (i.e., any value on
an open contour) will not be represented in a complete manner
in the PDF of the cloud.
Column densities represented by open contours are incom-
plete and cannot be corrected in a reliable way because an ob-
server does not have access to information beyond the map
boundaries. The last closed contour represents then the natural
completeness limit of a cloud PDF, if above the nominal noise
of the map and not affected by an unrelated cloud inside the
same map. The concept of the last closed contour is not new
in the literature; in particular regarding column density PDFs,
Kainulainen et al. (2011, 2013) and Ossenkopf et al. (2016) point
to it as the natural definition of completeness of a column den-
sity PDF. We note that for a real cloud, and depending on cloud
structure, column density dynamic range, and map size, there
may likely be more than one closed connected surface like the
red connected surface in Fig. 1.
3. Results
How does the boundary of a column density map affect the PDF?
Guided by the simple idea behind the diagram in Fig. 1, we in-
vestigate the implication of a last closed contour on real data and
present three illustrative cases covering a wide range of possibil-
ities from diffuse clouds to dense clouds that are star forming.
In Fig. 2 we present the map and the respective column density
PDF of a) a diffuse and non-star forming cloud (Polaris), b) a
cloud with low levels of star formation (Oph North), and c) an
active, stellar cluster forming cloud (Ophiuchus Streamers). The
column density maps, which are constructed from Herschel,
Planck, and 2MASS data and are taken from Lombardi et al.
(2015), cover about 200 pc2 for each of these nearby clouds with
a resolution of about 0.02 pc.
Figure 2 illustrates well the effect the map boundaries im-
pose on the PDF. The maps in this figure have two contours, a
gray contour representing the column density level at the peak
of the PDF and a red contour representing the column density
level at the last closed contour. These contours are represented
by vertical lines on the respective PDF (the gray and red vertical
lines). It is immediately clear from Fig. 2 that the “log-normal-
looking” peaks of the three PDFs falls below the respective com-
pleteness limits, and that the PDFs of the three sampled clouds
are fairly well characterized by power laws. We tested that the
shape of the complete PDF is not sensitive to small variations in
the definition of the last closed contour for a map. The values
of the power-laws fits above the completeness limit presented in
this figure were estimated using the Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm emcee Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013) on
the logarithmically binned column densities. We find that dif-
ferent subregions of a particular map have different PDFs, in a
manner similar to Stutz & Kainulainen (2015), so the power-
laws slopes presented here should be seen as representative of
the entire cloud material inside the maps and above the respec-
tive column density completeness contour. Figure 2 gives an-
other insight into what is happening below the last closed con-
tour completeness limit. The peak of the distribution below the
completeness limit is more pronounced for the Ophiuchus clouds
than for Polaris, which reflects the different background level for
these two different lines of sight. The Polaris cloud lies at 26◦
above the Galactic plane against a much “cleaner” background,
while the Ophiuchus clouds lie against a much more complex
background.
4. Discussion
The results in this letter are in tension with the commonly ac-
cepted view that column density PDFs of molecular clouds are
well described by a log-normal, or a log-normal with a power-
law tail at the high column density end. Instead, our results
clearly indicate that the PDFs of these clouds are simple power
laws down to their completeness limit, regardless of the star for-
mation activity of the cloud. The current interpretation for the
shape of molecular cloud PDFs, where the log-normal peak is
seen as a consequence of super-sonic turbulence (but see Tassis
et al. 2010) and the power-law tail as a consequence of gravity
dominated regions in a turbulent cloud (e.g., Ballesteros-Paredes
et al. 2011) is severely challenged: not only do we not find log-
normal peaks, we find that diffuse and star forming clouds are
both well described by power-law PDFs. A new physical inter-
pretation for the shapes of molecular clouds PDFs is needed.
One can safely predict that the power laws that characterize
these PDFs are not pure power laws in the sense that they will
not extend over all extinction ranges. Apart from the minor de-
viations seen in Fig. 2, we expect a departure at the high column
densities where the cloud column density will reach a maximum,
and a departure at the lowest column density (the cloud is finite).
The latter departure is likely to take place below the lowest com-
pleteness limit we were able to reach, namely AK < 0.09 (or
AV < 0.8) mag for the Polaris cloud.
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Fig. 2. Column density map and respective PDF for a diffuse cloud (Polaris), a star formation poor cloud (Oph North), and a star forming rich
cloud (Oph streamers). The red line on the map and on the PDF corresponds to the last closed contour while the gray line corresponds to the peak
of the PDF. The blue line represents the slope of the distribution above the completeness limit. All maps cover about the same physical area of
about 200 pc2.
From dust emission and extinction data alone, even for
higher Galactic latitude clouds such as the ones presented here,
we have not detected a hint of a break in the power-law PDF at
the low column densities. Larger surveys would be able in princi-
ple to establish more complete PDFs, but there is an unexpected
observational limitation: because molecular clouds do not have
well-defined boundaries, and are distributed around the Galactic
plane, larger surveys will necessarily contain interloper clouds
that would contaminate the PDF. An obvious strategy would be
to study even higher Galactic latitude clouds, but a quick search
for these does not offer many good candidates, if any.
Alternatively, observations of atomic hydrogen (HI) could be
attempted to measure the PDF below AV ≤ 1 mag, as was done
recently by Burkhart et al. (2015), Imara & Burkhart (2016) for
nearby molecular clouds. They find narrow log-normal PDFs for
AV < 1 mag, but this is a difficult measurement to make, as ex-
plained in these papers, and some uncertainty remains on 1) how
much this PDF shape, particularly at the higher column densi-
ties, is affected by HI depletion at the HI-to-H2 interface, and
2) at the lower column densities the PDF is unconstrained, due
to the finite boundary of the region studied, which is smaller than
the last closed contour for the lowest column densities measured.
Determining the exact shape of the PDF below AV ≤ 1 ag is now
the new frontier and more studies are needed.
Column density PDFs are simplified 1D representations of
2D data sets. At first glance these PDFs have no information
on the spatial distribution of cloud material1. A column density
map, or a randomized distribution of pixels of the same map,
will have the exact same PDF. While PDFs are fundamental im-
age analysis tools, one may question their usefulness for cloud
structure studies when they are apparently not sensitive to the
spatial arrangement of cloud material. To test this contention we
show in Fig. 3 (left) the PDF of the Oph Streamers and (right)
the PDF of a randomized distribution of pixels of the same Oph
Streamers map. The PDFs are exactly the same for the distance
of the cloud (120 pc, gray distribution), as expected. We then
computed the PDF of the two maps, the original and the ran-
domized one, for different distances (resolutions). Remarkably,
as the distance (resolution) increases (decreases), the power-law
slope of the PDF of the original cloud remains essentially invari-
ant to distance (resolution), while the PDF of the randomized
cloud changes dramatically. This implies that the column density
PDF is invariant to distance, but not to the spatial arrangement
of cloud material, and as such it may ultimately prove to be a
useful tool for investigating cloud structure.
Finally, the concept of last closed contour used here as the
natural completeness limit for column density maps of molecu-
lar clouds should be applied, for the same reasons, to numerical
work.
1 Chris Beaumont has perhaps the best visualization of this
limitation, see https://datarazzi.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/
fractals-rho-ophiuchus-and-justin-bieber
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Fig. 3. Left: effect of distance on the Oph Streamers PDF. Right: same,
but with randomized pixel positions. The power-law PDF is invariant to
distance (resolution), but not to the arrangement of cloud material.
5. Conclusions
The main results of the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. The completeness limit for a column density PDF is defined
by the last closed contour in a cloud’s column density map.
This is a best-case scenario that assumes no contamination
from an unrelated cloud along the same line of sight, and a
last closed contour above the nominal noise level of the map.
2. When this definition of completeness is applied to large-
scale maps of molecular clouds, from diffuse clouds to star
forming clouds, a consistent result appears: the well-known
log-normal-looking peak falls systematically below the PDF
completeness limit, indicating that it does not represent a fea-
ture of the true PDF of the cloud, but is a convoluted con-
sequence of data incompleteness and a variable background
level.
3. Our results call for a new physical interpretation of molecu-
lar clouds PDFs. We show that the log-normal-looking peak
of the PDF is an artifact caused by data incompleteness,
hence not a consequence of supersonic turbulence. Also, the
interpretation of the power-law tail, commonly taken as a
consequence of gravity dominating over turbulence, is also
in question as power laws describe both dense star forming
clouds and diffuse clouds.
4. The PDFs of these molecular clouds are well characterized
by simple power laws, from maximum column density to
the last closed contour. The power-law slope varies from
cloud to cloud, approximately from −4 (for diffuse clouds)
to −2 (for star forming clouds), in agreement with Lombardi
et al. (2015). Different subregions of a particular map have
different PDFs, so these power laws should be seen as an
average for an entire cloud.
5. We find that the slope of a cloud PDF is invariant to distance
but not to the spatial arrangement of cloud material, and as
such it is a useful tool for investigating cloud structure.
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